
Comprehensive Indoor Air Quality
Leading experts recommend a comprehensive package of air quality features knowing  on 
average indoor air contains 2 to 5 times more contaminants than outdoor air. 

Leading experts know comprehensive water protection details inside and outside a home  
help eliminate moisture related risks.

Whole House Water Protection

High Performance Heatng & Cooling
Leading experts know true comfort goes well beyond a basic heating and cooling system in 
order to enjoy the entire home year-round.

Leading experts know advanced technology components are essential for significant energy 
savings and better performance.

High Efficiency Components

Optimized Thermal Protection
Leading experts know minimum code roofs, walls, windows, doors, and foundations  quickly 
become outdated missing opportunities for superior savings, comfort and durability.

National Experts Choose

Leading Experts recommend a package of simple, low-cost details in homes without a solar 
power system so one can easily be added in the future to offset most or all annual energy use.

Solar Ready Construction

Enhanced Quality Insurance
Leading Experts know that the largest investment of a lifetime should be held accountable to 
industry-leading standards for excellence.
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What does the DOE Zero Energy Ready Home ™ label stand for?
It’s a symbol of excellence for energy savings, comfort, health, quality, and 
durability met by a select group of leading builders meeting U.S. Department of 
Energy Guidelines.

What is a Zero Energy Ready Home?
It is a high performance home so energy efficient, all of most annual energy 
consumption can be offset with renewable energy. In other words, it is the Home of 
the future.
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DOE Zero Energy Ready Home Energy Star Certified Home Existing Home

Our envelope tight seal helps keep 
impurities out of your home. 

Keeping you and yours healthy.

better homes
health

Our award winning past has driven us to 
push the boundaries of what is possible in

a home with design and building materials.

slicker homes
design

Our homes not only help conserve Utah’s 
precious resources they help you to 

conserve more of your hard earned cash.

greener homes
energy

Our homes use advanced framing 
techniques to control moisture, thermal, and 

air flow creating an envelope tight seal.

innovation
smarter homes

Our insulation strategies keep your home 
at a steady temperature to keep you  

comfortable everyday of the year.

cozier homes
comfort


